
 

Ireland: the Wild West of the West  

 

 

 

Organised crime is flourishing in Ireland, to a 

level rarely seen outside of the syndicates of 

Eastern Europe. The ‘poster boy’ in recent 

months has been Daniel Kinahan, alleged to 

be the head of a criminal gang primarily 

concerned with smuggling drugs and 

firearms around Europe, and for facilitating 

organized crime on a far wider scale around 

the world. Kinahan obviously denies all 

charges, but the US Treasury has seen fit to 

impose sanctions on his family and offer $5m USD for information leading to his arrest, and the 

UAE – where Kinahan is widely believed to have ‘gone to ground’ – has frozen his bank accounts 

and assets in-country. By anyone’s standards, Kinahan is a ‘big fish’ in the organized crime pond; 

and given that we cannot be sure of his ultimate reach or scope, it is difficult to say with certainty 

that any given venture in Ireland is not under Kinahan’s direct or indirect control.  

 

The two immediate consequences are not only what Kinahan represents, in terms of an immediate threat 

to businesses operating in Ireland, but in setting the wider context that this is the reality of operating in 

Ireland. While Kinahan may be the most prominent gangland boss, he is far from the only one, and 

concerns over cartels using legitimate business to launder, defraud and such are universal.  

 

Irish OCGs are active in the fields of money laundering, product counterfeiting/contamination and drug 

smuggling across Ireland and beyond. Leaving aside the obvious criminal connotations of the last of these, 

the first two pose serious problems for firms operating in Ireland. Money laundering has been a well-

established problem in the financial sector for many years, and back in 2018 the delay in implementing 

the EU’s Criminal Justice (Money Laundering) Act saw the imposition of a €2m Euro fine for failure to 

adequately prevent laundering and terrorist financing. Traditionally laundering has been accomplished 

through networks of shell companies that exist on paper in Ireland, if not entirely on-the-ground and this is 

still prevalent, although there is growing ‘merging’ of money laundering and drug smuggling that deepens 

the importance of the act to the OCGs and the scope to which they will go, and through use of bank 

transactions through third-party or victim companies.  

 

Money laundering reporting has risen 600% over the past five years, and suspicious financial transactions 

have doubled. It is anticipated that laundering/fraud through cyber-means will become the predominant 
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form of both laundering and fraud, and the problem here is not only a relatively permissive framework but 

the numbers of people willing to participate knowingly in fraud, or naïve enough to go along with it.  

 

As for product counterfeiting, this is of particular note because of the Northern-Republic border and the 

new framing of this as an EU/non-EU border. Once again this practice is the preserve of organized criminal 

gangs, who have proven as happy to create fake banknotes as fake products, and indeed to commit armed 

robberies and assaults on cash-in-transit vans and lorries carrying valuable products, so much so that it is 

feared that insider information plays a large role in cementing the position of these gangs as Ireland’s 

major threat. Notably, reports in 2022 of garda officers being paid to ‘look the other way’ or to investigate 

fabricated crime scenes so as to allow the OCGs to operate unchallenged, are not surprising.  

 

Ireland has never quite shaken off its reputation as the ‘Wild West of European finance’ and this is a 

deserved term – the climate is more permissive than it should be, and the OCGs are either so broad in 

their scope (laundering, drugs, theft) or so apparently powerful (the Kinahan case) that they can operate 

broadly unchallenged. On top of this, new cyber-techniques are used by lone wolf actors and OCGs alike 

and serve to further unbalance the playing field.  

 

 


